Searching
From the search page you can begin searching for your Medical Response Document (MRD) that holds the information appropriate to a DSI
product’s existing and/or potential unsolicited medical inquires.
When assigning
appropriate search
criteria you are
enforced to choose
a Product from the
drop down menu.
The Medical Topic drop down field is not enforced and is defaulted
as All Medical Topics. However, the Medical Topic choices will alter
as you change your search Product.

The Search Text field is enforces an entry of minimum one
search text with a maximum of 512 search text characters.

If you fail to enter one of the required fields you will be notified and
prompted to do so through the following dialogue:

Your search result will not return anything not wanted: this would be
considered a marketing attempt which is prohibited from this site.

No Match Found: If you enter in search text that the search
engine cannot find within the MRD for the product chosen you
will be notified with the above dialogue.

Boolean Searching
This Health Care Professional Portal search engine uses Boolean searching in the Search Text field. Therefore, you will be able to
perform multiple searches simultaneously through using the words, AND and OR. If you are equally interested in two or more
alternatives, which will broaden your results, use the word OR. For example, entering in, heart OR disease, in the search text field
will return results for either terms. If you are only interested in documents that contain strictly both terms, which will narrow your
results, use the word AND. For example, entering in, heart AND disease, in the search text field will return results for these two
terms co-existing in the document and not documents that only contain one of these terms.

Wildcard Searching
Using wildcard searching is also available. By adding an asterisk ( * ) to the beginning or end of a word you will return search results
for alterations of that word. Typically, an asterisk wildcard character can be used to substitute for any other character or characters
in a string. For example, entering in, hyper*, will return results with documents containing words beginning with hyper.

Exact Phrase Searching
This search engine also allows you to search for exact phrases. To search for an exact phrase put quotation marks around two or
more words to return results containing the exact phrase inside the quotation marks only. For example, “chronic heart failure”.
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Search Results

Your search results will not return greater than 10 results. You will
receive a warning notifying you of the total X number of results,
leaving the top 10 most relevant results to be displayed.

Top 10 most relevant results.

The last result on the search
results return will be the
Prescribing Information for
the product.
The Result Title will be the title given to the document when uploaded
to the document holding system.
Relevancy Ranking works based on how many times the term(s) searched occurs in a given document. The search procedure is based on a
specific internal proprietary algorithm. Search terms that are found in the metadata hold more relevancy than those found in the document
content. If a wildcard is used in searching it is not influenced in the ranking. The more recent documents uploaded in the system are also the
most relevant.

Prescribing Information

Viewing PDF Documents

To view Prescribing Information from the search results for a specific
product, click the link under the Result Title heading. To view the
prescribing information, from the home search page, on the bottom
right there will be a Prescribing Information section. Click the link
labeled here to be directed to the Prescribing Information window and
select the product you wish to view the prescribing information for.

All documents will be in PDF format. To view a PDF document
click the link in the search results under the Result Title
heading. You will be prompted for file download. Select
appropriate option. To save the document select Save and
browse computer files for appropriate saving destination. To
open and view the document, select Open and the document
will open in Adobe Acrobat.
All documents, except for prescribing information, will be
watermarked; you will not be able to copy the text, only view.
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